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[Editor's Note – This article was written for The Python Papers, but also co-published on the
DevChix website prior to the release of this issue of  The Python Papers.  As a result  of
publication on the DevChix site, many comments were left discussing the contents of this
article. They were in the main supportive, although many contrasting and at times opposing
points of view were put forward.
Readers  who would  like  to  comment  on  this  article  are  welcome to  send  feedback  to
editor@pythonpapers.org for consideration in our next issue. As with all submissions, these
will undergo an editorial process to ensure they meet with the standards of our journal.
DevChix  is  exactly  what  the  article  describes  as  a  women-friendly  group:  a  tightly
moderated community for tech women to share ideas, paid gigs, and information, as well as
a  safe  place  to  learn  from  one  another  and  freely  ask  questions  without  harsh
criticism and elitist or exclusionary comments. ]
Introduction
This subject has been on the minds of many tech women for years. The issue is discussed
regularly, almost cyclically at times, as we spin our collective wheels to try to find causes
and solutions. I was reluctant to write about it, since I find the subject matter daunting and
the problem almost insurmountable at times. But three different sources approached me
simultaneously, asking for this article. This article feels as if it is manifesting through me
rather than from me, as a collective opinion and observation from the many tech women
with whom I’ve worked and spoken. So many factors are in play when discussing this issue
that I can only hope to address many of them without writing a tome. 
My  tendencies  are  to  pick  up  on  patterns  –  in  human  interaction,  in  data,  in  almost
everything. I am a computer science/math major, and my brain loves to seek out the non-
obvious patterns in whatever I am observing. One of my favorite pastimes is to figure out
broken elevator algorithms: what event causes the doors to close too quickly, how the  cars
are distributed amongst the people requesting the elevators, etc. One of the not-so-favorite
puzzles my brain likes to do is to pick up on patterns of human behavior from both men and
women which affect how tech women are treated, both on and off the job. This article is all
about the patterns I and other women have found in human interaction, office and online
environments, which make them less conducive to tech women participation. 
The less obvious
I won’t be addressing the more obvious problems affecting women in tech environments
such as the pay scale gap between women and men, the blatantly inappropriate sexism and
personal harassment that has taken place, and persists. My reasons are because I feel these
issues have been properly and effectively addressed by other women in tech (they’re not
resolved by any means,  but at  least  public  awareness is  rising).  With this  article,  I  am
attempting to address the less obvious or un-obvious reasons why some tech environments
are intolerable for many women. 
The material for this article came about through my participation in both women-only and
mixed gender groups of many kinds. When I wonder why tech groups aren’t tolerable for
many women, I look at the inverse of the problem: What makes women-only tech groups
more tolerable for women? My observations follow. 
Why do women-only tech groups exist?
Over the years I had participated in many different types of women-only groups. Women-
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only  drumming groups,  women-only  political  groups,  women-only  tech  groups,  have  all
provided what women consider to be a ‘safe haven’ to freely learn these arts, share ideas,
expose each other to paid ‘gigs’, and help each other accomplish tasks. Women in these
groups usually had nothing else in common except for the fact that they (1) were female,
and (2)  shared an  interest  and experience in  drumming/politics/tech.  Their  professions,
ages,  skill  levels,  hobbies,  sexual  orientations,  life  experiences,  marital  status,
children/grandchildren/no children, everything else about these women varied vastly. 
My brain began to try and pick up on patterns which would explain why all of these different
types of women feel  as if  they need a women-only group, and what such a group can
provide that a mixed gender group cannot. Here are my observations. 
Community plays an important and prevalent role in women-only/women-friendly groups.
No matter the group or the reason for gathering,  all of the women-only, and most of the
successful  women-friendly  groups  to  which  I  have  belonged  had  a  strong  sense  of
community. They make a tremendous effort to communicate well, to be fair with each other,
and to provide support related to the groups goals, sometimes even extending outside of
the groups goals.
This mindset is so common that women come to expect it when joining these groups and
foster it once they have joined. The implied message is that a strong, focused, collective
effort  will  be  spent  to  run  things  fairly  and  treat  all  members  equally,  and  collective
discussion happens when this is not accomplished. This is the lure to women-only groups.
Communication style is directly affected by this sense of community
I have never seen a woman harshly criticize another woman in these groups. Never have I
seen or heard anything like “You suck”, “You’re wrong, idiot” when women in these groups
communicate.  Differences  are  usually  discussed  in  a  civilized  manner.  There  is  the
occasional strong disagreement or ousting of a member now and again, but it happens after
a discussion involving the entire group, and an effort to work out their differences. I am sure
harsh criticism happens somewhere in some women’s groups. But I am also sure that it’s
not tolerated for very long by other female members.
This style of communication is directly at odds with much of the harsh criticism and disdain
found  in  predominantly  male  public  comments,  especially  in  most  public  online  tech
comment spaces, unfortunately.
Destructive criticism is the best way to keep a site predominantly male. It implies that there
is no concern about whether a person can learn from a response or not, or whether they
would find offense. It is an outward display of ego, a territorial “pissing rite” in which most
women do not and will not participate. 
That being said, there are many men who flock to women-only groups for the same reasons
as  women.  They  do  not  want  to  be  subjected  to  the  predominantly  male  style  of
communication where there is no sense of community, or even just simple accountability.
They  grow tired  of  the  “pissing  rite”,  the  absurd  declarations  of  false  boundaries,  the
outward  display  of  insecurity  through  harsh  criticism,  implicit  claims  of  “my  way,  my
expertise, my right, never yours”, and poor display of ego. This mode of communication is
an unproductive waste of time, and many men realize this as well. “I feel at home here
because I really don’t want to deal with that male ego bullshit”, one male member of our
political group stated to me. 
Men who seek out women’s groups are usually welcome, or a splinter group is formed to
accommodate these men, once it is determined that they do not seek membership for the
wrong reasons. Some of the wrong reasons are:
1. “I will  be the only male member, and will  therefore have my choice of ‘chicks’”.
Nope. It’s not happening.
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2. “I will be the only male member, and I’ll guide/help/protect these lost / vulnerable /
endangered women”. This is not only unnecessary, but laughable. Women find the
implications  of  these  assumptions  both  offensive  and  so  primitive  that  it  is
hysterically funny.
3. “I will infiltrate because I hate women, and want to try to dissolve the group in some
way”. This is very rare, but happens. The good news is that the motives of both men
and women who attempt this become very obvious very quickly. 
Women-only/women-friendly tech groups and gatherings offer a level of awareness of and
accountability for behavior not found in most mixed gender tech groups/gatherings.
Awareness of and accountability for behavior in women’s groups means a lot more than just
safety from sexual harassment, or discrimination. It means that if one is treated unfairly or
harshly in any manner that a person finds offensive, the entire community will hear your
claim. They will give you advice, opinions, and will collectively decide if action should be
taken. 
There has recently been a call for all public message board admins to get tougher about
removing blatantly discriminatory, harassing, or sexually objectifying comments. This is a
very  necessary,  damned good start.  But  to  genuinely  make an  online  tech  community
women-friendly,  it  needs even tighter moderation against  harsh/demeaning criticism,
elitist  commentary,  and  exclusionist  statements,  the  three  most  prevalent  and
women-unfriendly  types  of  communication  found  in  almost  all  moderated  online  tech
message boards. There is no better way to give women a message that their comments are
not welcome than implying that: (1) this is forbidden territory, women have no expertise
here; (2) your comments are stupid, wrong, or ridiculous; or (3) we’re so much smarter than
you. Discussion, constructive criticism, even heated debate happens in women-only groups,
but these methods of communication are avoided. 
Both online and off, I have seen men who communicate this way with everyone and men
who only choose to communicate this way with women. I  have also seen this behavior
tolerated or ignored for the most part. Here are my observations on why this happens. 
Men are generally very good at ignoring bad behavior.
This is both a blessing and a curse. In my most recent office environment, we had situations
where a male colleague’s behavior was abrasive in one of these three ways mentioned.
“That sucks, doesn’t it?” I asked another male colleague. “Yeah, but I just ignore it. That’s
just the way he is.  He is always like that” He responded. This is what I’ve seen as the
general male way of coping with this poor communication style.
It’s a blessing that many men can ignore it, in the sense that most men do not get caught
up in deep analysis of why this person said a specific thing and what this person could have
really meant, etc. When almost everything is taken at face value and not over-analyzed, the
ability to ignore communication issues makes it is easier to resolve the simple issues and
move on. I have seen some women in office environments do the over-analysis and take
offense when there never was one given. I don’t see men do this very often and it makes
communication quicker and easier. 
Ignoring communication issues is also a curse because one obnoxious person is allowed
complete freedom to make excessive noise, be rude and disruptive, or explicitly offensive.
Most men, online or in the office, will ignore it. Most women will notice it but not say or do
anything about it, for a variety of reasons which are tangential to this article. The offender
often thrives on the fact that no one told them to stop, so they continue. Sometimes the
offender is not socially adept enough to pick up on the fact that ignoring someone implies
intolerance at some level. They somehow missed the message most three year olds learn:
“I’m ignoring you because I  don’t  like your  behavior”,  so they continue the intolerable
behavior.
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This is so prevalent in online tech communities that it is the primary reason why many
women do not participate. The poor communication and behavior of even one boorish, ego-
driven, elitist, socially inept geek is simply intolerable for most women. Women generally
tend to assume that everyone will be conscious of and annoyed by this behavior. Men tend
to assume that everyone will ignore it. This causes problems in offices as well as in online
communities,  where  women  will  complain  about  such  behavior,  and  men  will  issue
responses such as “toughen-up”, or “what’s the big deal?”, because this is how they cope
with the problem. A female-friendly group addresses and tries to resolve these issues, while
the average group ignores it until/unless the person does something heinous. 
The sense of community fosters a protective behavior within that community.
If you do something awful to one woman in a women-only community, all will  hear and
know about it and you are ousted. Most of the time, this is first discussed and voted on by
many group members. Many times the women’s group will even make an effort to explain
the offense to the oblivious offender. But if the offender is still oblivious and/or offending,
the offender is out. This is done to protect the interests and goals of the group. Many male-
dominated online groups don’t run this way. Most if not all women’s groups run this way,
whether online or off. This relates to the awareness and accountability mentioned before.
It’s an essential element of all women-only groups and seems necessary for women-friendly
groups to draw women. 
Women’s groups generally have a few vocal and many silent members
The vocal few express their opinions and either gain support or do not gain support. The
ones  who  gain  support  usually  implicitly  become  spokespeople  for  the  silent  many.
The silent many usually let the vocal few, with whom they agree, do the job of ousting,
protecting the sense of community and publicly representing the silent many. The silent
many support the vocal few. The community in turn supports and protects the rights and
privileges of the silent many.
Why this happens is again a dynamic which is tangential to this article. But it seems that
many women in group participation give either their silent support or rejection, speaking up
only occasionally. Because of this behavior, if a communication problem arises in any type
of group, whether women-only or not, and there are not a vocal few who will attempt to
resolve it,  the silent many will  often silently leave. The silent many often don’t want to
complain,  for  fear  of  having  to  deal  with  the  additional  frustration  of  the
unaware/unconcerned “toughen-up”, or “what problem?” type of responses. For the silent
many, it’s easier and less frustrating to just leave. I think it is important for groups that
want to advertise themselves as being women-friendly to be aware of this pattern. 
One of the challenges of any women-only/women-friendly group is encouraging the silent
many to speak up. Many women deal with demeaning and discriminatory behavior so often
in their lives that they are too emotionally exhausted to deal with even the possibility of an
online onslaught of  anonymous discriminatory and demeaning comments.  Many women
spend time observing online groups before deciding if they will  participate, for this very
reason. They want to ensure that they will not feel verbally attacked once speaking up and
that their issues, comments and contributions will be heard and handled fairly.
Women generally do not arm themselves for battle during tech discussions
Women  generally  do  not  work  things  out  through  verbal  battle.  By  the  time  they
reach that the point of wanting to argue, they are already so offended that they are in pure
self-defense mode. Women treat the discussion of tech issues like the discussion of many
other issues. It’s not competitive and they wish to bi-directionally share information.
Many tech men envision a technical debate as a battle and celebrate the supposed victory,
exhibiting classic ‘Alpha Male’  behavior.  I  have personally seen it  so many times in my
profession that I brace myself for it when discussing tech issues with new groups of men. So
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many of them arm themselves with weapons of aggression, demeaning comments,  and
behavior which encourages more of a filibuster than a healthy debate. The supposed tech
discussion becomes a test of verbal and emotional endurance, where whomever can argue
the hardest and last the longest wins. 
They can shake hands afterwards and congratulate each other over a ‘good fight’ after a
technical debate. “I like the challenge of a good argument, which is why I do that”, one
male colleague explained to me. “I like a good technical debate too, but I don’t want to feel
verbally or emotionally abused afterward. Women don’t fight for fun, they fight for personal
issues.” I explained to my male colleague. 
Unfortunately, the anonymity offered by many public wikis and message boards encourages
the worst behavior in people. Even moderated tech chat areas and comment boards are rife
with elitist, demeaning comments encouraging ‘the fight’. Some of it is due to oblivion, lack
of  knowledge  that  this  is  offensive  to  tech  women.  Some  of  it,  unfortunately,  is  very
intentional.
Apparently there are males online, in tech communities, who still believe that, like the cigar
rooms of the Victorian Era, tech rooms should be male-only. Back then, the predominant
purpose of smoking cigars in a common room was to have male-only space, and similarly
today, the purpose of the demeaning and fight-provoking attempts is to maintain the male-
only presence of some online tech spaces. I know for a fact this happens with intent in some
online  chat  rooms  and  message  boards.  It  is  not  simply  an  act  of  oblivion,  but  a
concentrated, misogynistic effort between like-minded men to keep women out. 
When I discuss this with people and we ask each other how this can be prevented, I feel
overwhelmed.  How do  we stop  any/all  of  the  human behavior  which  prevents  us  from
evolving further? I have no answer to this, but I am certain that if less of this behavior is
tolerated online,  we at  least  squeeze people  who discriminate into  their  own,  personal
hidden online spaces. There is no reason why we need to be subjected to every single
person’s beliefs or comments in the name of the First Amendment1. We all have a right to
remove from our lives anything and everything which holds us back in some way, even that
which  is  subtly  harmful  or  offensive.  Web  admins  have  a  right  to  remove  useless,
demeaning, even subtly harmful comments in the best interest of an online community. The
operative word here is “community”, and the appropriate questions is: “Does your public
comment space contribute to a community, or is it just an open toilet that everyone can
vandalize and pollute?”
Did you know?
When it was illegal for women to publish writing during various times in history throughout
various countries,  women published their  work  under  male  pseudonyms.  Today, many
tech women still use male pseudonyms when posting to lists or publishing tech articles.
The reasons are to have their work read without bias, and to avoid misogynistic ‘hyper-
scrutiny’ of their work. I have experimented with this myself using a male pseudonym to
post articles, and being told that the articles are informative, useful, great. Six months later
I  republish the exact same article, using a different title and a female pseudonym, and
suddenly the article is horrible, technically incorrect, useless. It’s a fascinating study. I would
love to see some prominent male techs publish under female pseudonyms, and watch the
responses. 
Women find it awkward to brag about their writing accomplishments published under male
pseudonyms. For this reason, most of this work never gets credited to the correct person,
and is never acknowledged on resumes or during job interviews. “How do I explain to a
male ‘potential boss’ why I have chosen to use a male pseudonym, without bringing up the
whole discrimination issue?” is what one female tech friend asked me. I had no answer for
her. I have also let my work published under male pseudonyms fall between the cracks, into
1 Specifically, the right to freedom of speech, see
http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/First_Amendment
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oblivion, not knowing what else to do. 
To make an online community more women-friendly, try these suggestions:
1. Monitor the public comments. Treat the public comments interface much like the
front door to your home. You don’t simply leave it open for any idiot to waltz in.
You can be selective regarding who comes in, and what they do once they’re in.
Useless  comments  get  deleted  as  quickly  as  they  appear.  Any  non-technical,
offensive,  destructive,  or  off-topic  comment  is  removed.  This  gives  a  clear
message  about  will  and  will  not  be  tolerated.  As  useful  comments  accumulate,
useless ones are much less likely to appear.
2. The  technically  correct  but  aggressive/demeaning/overly  harsh  comment  gets
returned to the sender, asking the person to re-word using constructive criticism.
Sounds  like  overkill,  but  it’s  not.  The  “You’re  wrong,  here’s  the  right  answer”
type of response constitutes picking a battle that most women won’t fight, or won’t
even bother dealing with. 
3. Treat your online space like a community. The web admin should act is if they’re on
the board of chosen freeholders, voting on issues which affect themselves and the
entire community. Don’t just throw up the comment space and leave it abandoned
for vandals and other jerks. Maintain it according to the rules by which you want
everyone to abide, and stick by your decisions. Have accountability for comments.
Create  a  space  where  open  discussion  happens  as  if  it  were  in  an  educational
surrounding, not a seedy bar.
4. Explicitly state that your site is women-friendly. Doing this will encourage the silent
many to speak up. Kick out the jerks who don’t want your online space to take this
direction. 
For the men who care: Tips for communicating with women in Tech environments,
online and Face-to-Face
1. Tech women usually express great enthusiasm about their work. They do what they
love, and they love what they do. When a woman gets enthusiastic about her work
and shares that enthusiasm with you, it has absolutely nothing to do with you,
or  sex.  I  cannot  tell  you  how often  I  have  seen  this.  Some  men  mix  up  their
incoming  signals,  and  a  women’s  enthusiasm  at  work  somehow  translates  to
someone  flirting  with  them at  a  bar.  I  have  no  idea  how this  happens,  but  it’s
profoundly sad to see it happen again and again. If you’re lacking something in your
life, please do not look to your female tech colleague to fill that niche. Do not even
presume her mind is there even if yours is not, because hers is not, and your signal
indicator needs serious recalibration. 
2. Leave your libido at the door. Please. Women tech colleagues want to be appreciated
for their brains, their technical expertise, their contributions and accomplishments.
Tech women do not give a flying s**t about what their male colleagues
think of their attire, their make-up or their body parts. Believe me when I say
this  is  true.  Women may give you a polite response,  but on the inside they are
offended, seething, and considering whether or not to go to their attorney. They will
ask other women in the office or field if they too suffer from this problem, building an
alliance against men in their company who do this. And soon you will have a legal
problem. Leave it at the door, pick it up on your way out. No one else wants it. 
3. Some tech women dress up for work. It is NEVER for you. Many tech women wear
clothing  which  makes  them  feel  good.  For  some,  comfort  is  paramount,  if  for
example the tech female is crawling through the ceiling, moving dusty panels and
running CAT5 cable. For other tech women who would not get their clothes ruined at
work, they like to dress up. “It makes me feel confident. I look at myself in the mirror
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and I feel good.” my female colleague told me. For tech women at work, feeling
“good” does not mean “sexy”, and it is not for you at all. It is entirely about self-
confidence, self-encouragement, and giving one’s self the extra strength to prove
they know their stuff in a technical environment. Note the emphasis on “self”: it is
entirely for her, by her, and your reaction is entirely irrelevant. 
I have heard males say horrible things in professional environments like “Well, you
wore that dress, you do look great in it, that must be the reaction you wanted. Isn’t
that why you wear that dress?” The answer is no, fool, get over yourself.
4. Tech women are generally open-minded about what is commonly called ‘guy humor’
and  ‘guy  socialization’.  Guaranteed,  many  of  them,  myself  included,  have  male
friends with whom they hang out on a regular basis, so this is far from a foreign
concept to tech women. Chances are, the tech women of your group would enjoy
your jokes and would like to be invited out for beers, as long as points (1) through (3)
above are met. I personally enjoy and share many of my own raunchy or lewd jokes
if I feel safe around the people with whom I’m joking. I enjoy hanging out afterwards
over a beer or two, or going out late with ‘the guys’ to a bar to welcome the ‘new
guy’. These things could be fun for everyone if (1) through (3) are in order. 
5. To the men who do not do any of this: Thank you so much. We notice, and greatly
appreciate this. I have been fortunate to work with some excellent men in tech and I
wanted to thank you and the many others for not being this way. 
6. No, women are not perfect. This article doesn’t imply or suggest that women are
close to prefect and men are far from it. I know there are female stereotypes not
mentioned  in  this  article,  mostly  because  I  personally  don’t  find  them  in  tech
environments. Your experience may vary. All of these points can be applied to both
genders.  But the fact that I  was asked by several  different sources to write this
article proves that there is a recognized gender divide in many tech spaces. All of
what I have posted is what I and others have observed and experienced. None of it is
fiction. 
7. Is someone making you feel uncomfortable? Speak up! If someone at work makes
you feel uncomfortable, tell  them so. If  you feel discomfort coming from another
person, and you think you’ve caused it inadvertently, say so. Make it clear and shove
it out of the way as quickly as you can, so work can continue. This applies from/to
men and women. 
8. But isn’t creating a women-only group, and using terms like ‘male behavior’ reverse
sexism? Doesn’t this defeat the very goal you wish to achieve? My response is no,
not if these tools/verbiage are used to try to ultimately achieve equality. If it’s used
for mudslinging, or through some act of elitist exclusion, yes, it is reverse sexism. 
Credits:  Many  thank  yous  to  Carla  Schroder  for  sharing  her  infinite  wisdom  and
encouragement. A huge thank you to all of the women at LinuxChix.org for your tireless
support of the cause over the years. Thank you to DevChix.com for giving my wayward
articles a very worthy home. Thank you to the many readers who have left constructive
criticism and comments. 
More writings by this author can be found at www.devchix.com.
